
2019 MSU GIRLS' STEM DAY
 Name of activity Description of activity

1

Red Cup Construction 

Challenge Build different structures of cups without using any hands/body parts

2

Exploring Temperature and 

States of Matter

During this activity we will explore how temperature can lead to phase 

changes. Oobleck will also be made.

3 Is Yeast Alive

Are the tiny things we use to bake living organisms? We'll experiment to 

find out!

4 Animal Hospital

Animal Hospital is a hands-on multi-station activity focused on 

veterinary medicine.

5 LightBots An online puzzle game based on basic computer science concepts.

6 Plant Science: It's in the Bag!

Explore STEM using plants.  Set up your own mini-greenhouse (plastic 

bag) and grow from there!

7 Solar System Have fun learning about the Solar System.

8 Build a bridge

Using a certain number of toothpicks and gum drop candies, they will 

build a bridge that can hold the most weight

9 Liquid: a watery substance

Have you heard the saying opposites attract? Join this session and see 

how to separate water molecules.

10 A Smashing Time with Nuclei Smashing marble nuclei to demonstrate nuclear reactions

11

Capturing Biomolecules in 

Action

Come learn about biomolecules (proteins, DNA, viruses) in living things 

and how they work using computer programs and modeling

12 Your amazing brain

Come learn about all the amazing things that your brain can do. You can 

also see an touch a real human brain!

13 Parachute Design Use household items to design, build, and test homemade parachutes.

14 Plants That Move

Investigate the processes that result in plant movements, including 

carnivorous plants and sensitive plants.

15 DIY Lava Lamps

Learn how to make a DIY lava lamp with household materials and 

explore liquid densities and polarity while you do so!

16

Spaghetti Marshmallow Tower 

Challenge

Teams are given spaghetti, tape, and string and must build the tallest 

possible structure that can support a marshmallow

17 Strawberry DNA

A visual and hands-on way to think about what is part of all living things 

on Earth, DNA.

18 Robotics Learn about robotics in the world.

19 Coding Unplugged

Learn how coding works through fun activities like building fun objects 

and making a code bracelet.

20 Slime - Polymer Lab

Young scientists will explore slime and polymers, take polymers out of 

milk, germinate seeds in polymers, and more.


